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Città di Pinerolo 
 
CITTA’ DI PINEROLO 
 

 
 
Context in which the event takes place 

 

                             
 
Pinerolo is a town of 36331 inhabitants in the province of Turin, Piedmont.  
It is the capital of the homonymous district, located to the west of the province, in the 
plain at the mouth of the Chisone Valley, 37 km from Turin and Sestriere on the road that 
connects the capital with the pass of Montgenevre. Pinerolo presents some peculiarities 
universally known as the city of cavalry thanks to the work of Captain Federico Caprilli 
that developed here his innovative riding method. 
Location of culture, sports, traditions also owes its fame to traditional pastries such as 
the traditional Piedmontese Panettone that  was born here thanks to the inventiveness 
of Peter Ferrua and such as the “Zurigo” cake which has acquired wide fame far beyond 
local boundaries. 
 
There are following museums in Pinerolo: 
 
 
 • Historical Museum of the Cavalry (Museo storico dell'Arma di Cavalleria):  
in the former School of Application for Cavalry you can admire the memorabilia 
collection, the important library and the historical archive. 
 Study Center and Museum of Prehistoric Art 
 (CeSMAP): archaeological remains, international rock art educational section. 
 Ethnographic Museum: popular culture, traditions,  work,, environment of the 
plains and valleys of Pinerolo 
 Civic Educational Museum of Natural Sciences: geology, flora, fauna, 
mycological collection, mineralogy of Pinerolo and the neighboring valleys. 
 Civic Art Collection of Palazzo Vittone: nineteenth, twentieth-century and 
contemporary masters of painting and sculpture of the. 
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 • Museum of the Diocese: historical and artistic heritage of religious life in more 
than 250 years since the founding of the diocese. 
 •Historical Museum of Mutual Aid (Museo Storico del Mutuo Soccorso ) is the 
headquarters of the General Society among workers in Pinerolo. 
 Doma Rossa Museum: Roman archaeological finds in Pinerolo 

 
 

Pinerolo, cradle of chivalry and horsemanship 

The first traces of the chivalric tradition of Pinerolo can be linked to the fate of the Savoy 
possessions in the seventeenth century. 

From 1630 to 1696 the city was again under the 
French rule that turned it into a fortified city, as 
shown from the iconography in the seventeenth 
century. The citadel also became French state 
prison where, among others,  Finance Minister 
Fouquet was imprisoned, escorted by the famous 
musketeers led by D'Artagnan, as evidenced by 
documents preserved in the city historical archive. 
Even the the "Iron Mask " was imprisoned there - 
the legendary and mysterious character around 
which hover assumptions, none of which was 
proved to be certain. 

When the city was again under the Savoy’s rule, it 
did not look any more like a fortress.  Businesses, 
manufacturing and agriculture started to bloom; in 
the early nineteenth century the city experienced a 
significant urban development while remaining a 
military garrison especially as regards the 
regiments of the Sardinia-Piedmont cavalry. 

In the middle of the sixteenth century Italy was the cradle of academic riding schools, 
with the Fiaschi, Pignatelli and Grisone schools. At the end of the nineteenth century, an 
Italian doctrine asserted itself. It was recognized as a riding system and called natural, 
because it followed the natural instinct of the quadruped. The method was conceived, 
designed, implemented and taught by Captain Federico Caprilli and by his direct 
students, and finally introduced in official regulations of the Italian cavalry, and finally in 
the FISE regulations after the First World War. 

 

Federigo Caprilli 

He is an extremely important character within the equestrian context, as he created the 
modern way to ride a horse. He, contradicting the official riding, realized that it is not the 
horse that has to adapt to the rider, but conversely the rider who has to adapt to the 
horse. With his insights, Captain Caprilli revolutionized the Italian and Foreign Cavalry  
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In Italy, more than in any other country, the history of equestrian art is connected with 
the history of cavalry. Indeed, the system of natural horsemanship was developed in 
Pinerolo and then spread throughout the world through the Cavalry School, that was 
responsible for its creation. Not to be forgotten, in fact, that mounting a horse 
means dominating the will of another living being that is clearly superior to man in  
size and strength. You have to impose your will on the horse, in order to make it 
move at the speed and in the direction you wish , in order to overcome the obstacles 
selected by man, as well as to lead it against the enemy, face him and beat him. 

In the mid-nineteenth century, for a handful of reasons, the Royal Military School of 
Equitation was moved to Pinerolo from Venaria Reale, where it was instituted in 
1823. 

In 1848 the School of Cavalry settled down in a building, still partly under construction, 
commissioned by the city to accommodate military garrisons. The School  has been 
located there continuously  till the 8th of September 1943. In 1910 the horseback riding 
stable was built, the largest one in Europe at the time, named after the great master 

Federico Caprilli. In the last century Pinerolo played a significant 
military role being the seat of the "Nizza Cavalleria" Regiment 
for half a century and the seat of the Military Veterinary School 
for forty years, assuming, among others, the aspect of an 
industrial city and maintaining the role of the District capital. In 
1968, in the same building once seat of the famous Cavalry 
School, the  Museum of Cavalry was opened in 1968, the only 
one in Italy and one of the most prestigious in the world. 

The General Di Staso was awarded the prize Pinarolium 2004 for having organized 
several national and international equestrian competitions including a five-star 
competiton in 2004 and 2005 that have revived a now famous name * 

 (Partially taken from : Rivista di Cavalleria, 03/2006) 

 

1. The Regiment Nizza Cavalleria 

The first Regiment "Nizza Cavalleria" is a department of the Italian Army based in 
Bellinzago Novarese (NO), framed in the Alpine Brigade "Taurinense" 

 

HISTORY OF THE REGIMENT 

The origins of the regiment date back to July 4, 1690. On May 24, 1814 the 
“Cavalleggeri” regiment was formed from the Dragoon Regiment of Piedmont. On  
January 3, 1832 , it was turned then into the Nice Cavalry Regiment . In 1859 it was 
named Reggimento  Corazzieri di Nizza (Nice Cuirassiers Regiment) and in 1860  
changed its name again into Reggimento Nizza Cavalleria (Nice Cavalry Regiment). 
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During the first world war it took over the 3rd squadron "Cavalleggeri di Aquila" and in 
1920 it inherited the traditions of "Montebello"- 

During the second world war it served on the Western Front, in Yugoslavia, France and  
Tunisia 

It was the last regiment to surrender in Africa on May 11, 1943, then it was dissolved 
after the Armistice of Cassibile 

POSTWAR PERIOD 

It was reconstituted in 1946 as 1st Dragoons Exploring Group, then in 1950 it changed its 
name into Gruppo Cavalleria Blindata "Nizza"  and from 1951 1st Reggimento Cavalleria 
Blindata "Nizza Cavalleria", after further changes in 1975 it was named “"Nizza 

Cavalleria"  1st armored squadron group "Nizza Cavalleria"  . 

In May 2008, rumors said that the Regiment should have been 
dismissed, because of the reduction of military expenses. However, in 
2009, the Chief of Staff of the Army General Castagnetti, after visiting 
the departments led by the Colonel Luigi Greco, decided to cancel 
such a plan, giving instead new impetus to the department activities. 

 

A seguito di riorganizzazioni interne, si va ad affiancare allo Squadrone Comando e 
Supporto Logistico "Goito", lo Squadrone Ricognizione, che andrà a costituire le 
fondamenta per la revitalizzazione del reparto negli anni a venire fino a quando il 7 
settembre 2009 si ricostituisce il 2º Squadrone esplorante "Monfalcone" che dopo undici 
anni di fermo propone un plotone a fuoco con blindo armata Centauro B1, seguito dal 1º 
Squadrone esplorante "Mortara". Finalmente il Reggimento poteva articolarsi in 2 
Squadroni Operativi supportati da 1 di logistica. 

 

As a result of an internal reorganization, it joined the Squadrone Comando e Supporto 
Logistico "Goito" and the  Squadrone Ricognizione, which will form the foundation for 
the revitalization of the department over the next years until September 7th , 2009, 
when the 2nd Squadrone esplorante "Monfalcone” was reconstituted  ". 

In May of 2011, finally, after more than a decade in which the Regiment did not take part 
to any in operations as Platoon, Nice is assigned the task of maintaining security on the 
square of Milan, as part of Operation Safe Streets: The operation will end about 3 
months later, with very satisfactory results. In November 2011 the recovery of the 3rd 
Squadron Heavy Blindo "Novara as well as the reconstitution of the Squadrons Group 
were celebrated. 

From July 1st, 2013, it moved its historical seat in Pinerolo (TO) to Bellinzago Novarese 
(NO). Taken from Wikipedia  
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2. Historical Museum of the cavalry  
 

Seat: Viale Giolitti, 5. Tel and fax: 0121/376344. E-mail: museo.cavalleria@dag.it. 
Internet address: www.museocavalleria.it 

Visiting time: Tuesdays and Thursdays: open from 9.00 to 11,30 and from 14,00 to 16,00 
- Sundays: open from 10,00 to 12,00 and from 15,00 to  18,00. 

Free entrance 

For a wide audience, Pinerolo stands for Cavalry, therefore  in recent years 
the city has got a new identity that coincides with the Cavalry. The National 
Historical Museum, which has been housed in the ancient Principe Amedeo  
(later named after Dardano Fenulli), describes the life of the famous Army 
School of through the evolution of the uniforms, headgears, medals, 
decorations  flags and banners. 

The documentary collection of vintage photographs is really worthseeing, 
ranging from photrographs of companies to the characters portrayed in the 
paintings, from bronze sketches to trophies  

In the Museum you can visit:   Wagons, carriages, saddles, saddle cloths  
Banners, flags, bronzes, silver, paintings, prints, photographs.  Uniforms 

from the beginning of the Renaissance wars up to the present day.  Relics of the 
Colonial Campaigns and of the two World Wars.  African and European Weapons and 
firearms.  Military Library (over 10,000 volumes) and the Horse Library (approximately 
2000 volumes) with works from the fifteenth to the nineteenth century, photographic 
archive and library.   The Shrine of Heroes and the Chapel dedicated to St. George, the 

Army patron. 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Riding routes in the roundabouts of Pinerolo 

 

The town of Pinerolo together with the Pinerolo Mountain Community and the towns of 
Cantalupa, Cumiana, Cavour, Frossasco, Macello, Osasco, Prarostino, Roletto, S. Pietro 
Val Lemina, San Secondo di Pinerolo, Sestriere, Vigone - in line with the development 
strategy outlined  in the Integrated Territorial program "District of the Olympic Valleys, 
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Pinerolo and of Val Sangone" - have identified among  the strategic projects for the 
development of tourism in the territory  the creation of horse tourist paths. 
 

The path encloses a vast territory that includes areas with various morphological 
characteristics: mountain hilly and plain territories, that are set very far from each other, 

especially the area of the upper Chisone Valley. 

For this reason, the path can be divided in an upper valley path 
and in the hill and plain path, with the national federal riding 
school, still under construction, set right in the middle between 
the two paths. As soon as the intervention is completed, the 
horse tourist paths will apply for the certification to accredited 
certification bodies. 

The goal pursued by this intervention is giving the territory the necessary equipment to 
promote the "horse resource" as a tourist product and connecting what is already 
present and functioning on the territory itself. 

PATH DESCRIPTION 

 HIGH VALLEY 
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The path starts from Villaretto, going uphill  the south slope up to the refuge Selleries, 
from which via dell'Assietta originates. After reaching Colle delle Finestre, you can 
decide whether going on along the high side of the slope, which joins Via dell'Assietta, or 
closing the ring riding down to Usseaux, passing by the lake Laux (stopping place). From 
the Colle dell'Assietta the path goes on to Sestriere up to Col Basset, from which it 
descends to the ski slopes and from there up to Borgata, along the right bank of the river 
Chisone. 

From here the path prosecutes along the bike path that leads up to the hydroelectric 
reservoir of Pourrieres. After crossing the basin, the path prosecutes along the bike path 
that leads to the lake of Laux, rejoining the shortest route. The route continues downhill  
to Villaretto, the starting point of the path. 

The route is about 40 km long, 90% of it is made up of a rough beaten surface, with a 
low- medium difficulty level, as the routes includes mainly wide and beaten trails. 

 

 HILLY AND PLAIN ROUTE  

 

The hilly route crosses part of the territory of San Secondo di Miradolo village, continues 
along the right bank of the river Chisone touching the towns of Pinerolo and Osasco and 
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finally reaching  Vigone. From this point you can connect with the existing horse path of 
the city of Cercenasco. 

About 70% of the route is made up of a natural surface, with a low level of difficulty as 
the paths are entirely flat. Spring and autumn would be the best seasons to enjoy the 
route or even winter, as the path is very  sunny. 

 

4. ‘Belle Epoque’ path in Pinerolo 
 

The route starts from the building that was the seat of the new District of Chivalry [1]. 
Construction began in 1832, exclusively for the stables. In the following years there were 
numerous expansions and renovations. In 1849 the Royal Military Riding School was 
moved to Pinerolo from Venaria Reale 1 New Cavalry Districts - 2 Railway -3 Riding 
Caprilli - 4 Library - 5 Social theater. Edited by Patrizia Chiarbonello collaborator 
CeSMAP 

 

                                         

 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 
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5. Federal National School of Equitation 
 

The Federal National School of Equitation has almost been completed,  thanks to the 
efforts of the Regione Piemonte, the City Administration, the FISE and 
General Di Staso. In this way, Pinerolo will finally get back "its" school and 
get connceted back to "its" past, triggering the process of development 
with which rebuilding the prestige of the ancient splendor of equestrian art 
recognized to the City. The city will have the opportunity to recover the 
precious heritage left to us by the School of Cavalry (Cavalry Museum - 
Riding Caprilli - the area of Baudenasca - the famous Tancredi Savoiroux - 
the area of the former School of Veterinary ...) relaunching the City in an 

international context, even from the tourism point of view. 
 
This work will certainly have a social impact on Pinerolo. Since 1994 the 
City of Pinerolo, after the period between 1952 to 1961 during which the 
International Equestrian Competitions took place in Pinerolo, has been 
riding high horse again in the national and international equestrian 
environments, thanks to the technical success of the now usual September 
meetings dedicated to horse riding. 
Therefore, the recovery of traditions and the physical identification of such 

a charming place such as the Pinerolo area, will be an important element to recover 
identity and uniqueness of style. The FISE has given the new school the FEDERAL 
qualification, that is it  will be capable of organizing competitive, technical, and training 
activities. The main activities will be devoted to the training of professionals required by 
the market, such as: training of trainers in the various disciplines and at different levels; 
Preparatory training of horses; Training of technicians (farriers - veterinarians – stable 
leaders - artisans ...); Training of technical staff (officials, field managers, path designers, 
...); Technical specialization stages for athletes; Collegial gatherings for athletes, 
professionals, technical specialists; Preparation of young horses belonging to private 
persons or bodies. 
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6. Riding stables in Pinerolese 

 

 

 

7. Equestrian competitions 

The Equestrian Competitions play a special role, as many Italian and foreign knights 
take part to them, eager to learn about the City of Chivalry, its charm and its past. 
"Taking the field in Piazza D'Armi allows you to re-experience the tradition itself of 
the Cavalry School, being quite sure to bring back to Pinerolo the most important 
equitation centre not only on a national basis." These appreciative words were 

expressed by the President of the FISE ing. Cesare Croce while talking 
about the competitions held in 2005. 

In the 80s, Gianni Agnelli (along with his brother Umberto, Officers of 
Cavalry in Pinerolo), wanted to know what needed Pinerolo to exit from 
its current decline. He sent in Pinerolo a qualified person who listened to 
many environments and then from these hearings he came up with the 
idea that the city needed its own flagship, its own specialization. On that 

occasion the idea of a Riding School took shape, previously closed on the 8th of 
September 1943. General Angelo Distaso, in Pinerolo since 1974 and Head of the Press 
office at the Military High Command,  fought actively to fulfill this idea. So the project 
made a reasonable start with a particularly successful series of horse shows, with which 
Pinerolo rediscovered  its old vocation. This time popular classes were also involved: 
they could find out that horse riding is a sport for everybody and has no feudal 
exclusivisms.  
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In 1994 Angelo Distaso (Cavalry Officer and Commander of Nizza in 1975), strongly 
supported by Gianni Agnelli, gave rise to a successful series of Equestrian competitions 

in the panoramic Piazza D'Armi, with its neat green field that, for the 
occasion, had been looked after for the whole year (and it should be 
mentioned that that field was built on the purpose "by hand" at the 
beginning of the 20th century by the Piedmont Cavalry Regiment). The 
whole organization used to aim and presently aims to publicize to the 
whole world, through the Equestrian Competitions, the existence of 
Pinerolo, City of Cavalry. 

And they have been proven to be correct, as this event has become an 
irreplaceable meeting for the greatest Italian and foreign knights, 
representing up to 35 nations. The great work took place hand in hand 
with the birth of the Federal National School of Equitation which is 

located a short distance from Piazza D'Armi, in Abbadia Alpina and is going to be 
opened in a very  short time. It represents the continuity and can confirm our city as the 
"city of Cavalry." 

Text taken from ‘Vita diocesana’ , Amalia Pagliaro 

 

Winners of the  GRAND PRIX “Città di PINEROLO”  

1995 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

   

1996 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
MOYERSOEN 
Filippo 

Miglior Cavaliere MOYERSOEN Filippo ITA  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero GRANDJEAN Beat SUI  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano MOYERSOEN Filippo ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera STILLER Tina SUI  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana MARIONI Alessia ITA 

1997 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 GOVONI Gianni 

Miglior Cavaliere MARSHALL Harry IRL  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero KUGLMEIER Kurt GER  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano GOVONI Gianni ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera CHENU Annick FRA  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana INTERLENGHI Valentina ITA 

1998 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
BAUER Anton 
Martin 

Miglior Cavaliere CLEEREN Kristof BEL  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero BAUER Anton Martin AUS  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano CHIMIRRI Vincenzo ITA  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano (ex-equo) COMINA Massimiliano ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera DE CASTRO Mariana POR  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana SCARPA Elena ITA 

1999 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
MARSHALL 
Harry 

Miglior Cavaliere CLEEREN Kristof BEL  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero VAN DER VLEUTEN Eric NED  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano BRACCI Andrea ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera WEINBERG Helena GER  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana SCARPA Elena ITA 

2000 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 ETTER Daniel 

Miglior Cavaliere ETTER Daniel SUI  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero CONNORS Francis IRL  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano CHIMIRRI Vincenzo ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera CROTTA Clarissa SUI  
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Migliore Amazzone Italiana MARIONI Alessia ITA 

2001 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 POMEL Thierry 

Miglior Cavaliere POMEL Thierry FRA  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero DEBANY CLERO Alice USA  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano CHIAUDANI Natale ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera CAIRASCHI DAGUT Joelle FRA  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana PASOTTI Dalila ITA 

2002 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 ROBERT Michel 

Miglior Cavaliere ARIOLDI Roberto ITA  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero CAIRASCHI DAGUT Joelle FRA  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano SOZZI Valerio ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera CAIRASCHI DAGUT Joelle FRA  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana VIZZINI Lucia ITA 

2003 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 

CHIAUDANI 
Natale 

SUGITANI 
Taizo 

Miglior Cavaliere SUGITANI Taizo JPN  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero VENISS Pedro BRA  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano ROLLI Giuseppe ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera CORDON MURO Pilar ESP  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana LIGRESTI Jonella ITA 

2004 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
VAN DER 
VLEUTEN 
Eric 

Miglior Cavaliere VAN DER VLEUTEN Eric NDL  
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero FUCHS Marcus SUI  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano ARIOLDI Roberto ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera BARYARD Malin SWE  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana MARIONI Alessia ITA 

2005 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
CRISTO-
FOLETTI 
Roberto 

Miglior Cavaliere Straniero HOSTER Tim GER  
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano SAKAKINI Andrè ITA  
Migliore Amazzone Straniera WALLEN Andrea Caroline SWE  
Migliore Amazzone Italiana ARRIGHETTI Chiara ITA 

2006 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
GRANDJEAN 
Beat 

Miglior Cavaliere LOVEGROVE Graham GBR 
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero PHILIPS Ignace BEL 
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano FRANCO Francesco ITA 
Migliore AmazzoneStraniera RICHARD Jane SUI 
Migliore Amazzone Italiana MARTINENGO MARQUET Giulia ITA 

2007 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
CHIAUDANI 
Natale 

Miglior Cavaliere Militare CRISTOFOLETTI Roberto ITA 
Miglior Cavaliere Straniero SPRUNGER Hansueli SUI 
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano D'ONOFRIO Giuseppe ITA 
Migliore Amazzone Straniera TERCEIRA Jilien BER 
Migliore Amazzone Italiana CIMOLAI Paola ITA 

2008 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
LOVEGROVE 
Graham 

Miglior Cavaliere Straniero LOVEGROVE Graham GBR 
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano LUCCHETTI Giovanni ITA 
Migliore Amazzone Straniera FRIKER Alexandra SUI 

2009 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
FAGERSTROM 
Nina 

Miglior Cavaliere Straniero GONIN Julien FRA 
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano NATALE Chiaudani ITA 
Migliore Amazzone Straniera DAVIES Jane GBR 
Migliore Amazzone Italiana JONA Isabella ITA 

2010 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 
RIKKERT 
Kirsten 

Miglior Cavaliere VORSSELMANS Annelies BEL 
Miglior Cavaliere Italiano TURCHETTO Roberto ITA 
Migliore Amazzone Straniera VAN GERWEN Jody NED 
Migliore Amazzone Italiana CAPPONI Francesca ITA 

2011 Vincitore Riconoscimento 

 RENWICK Miglior Cavaliere RENWICK Laura 
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Laura Miglior Cavaliere Italiano GROSSI Licinio 
Migliore Amazzone Straniera WILLEMS Annet 
Migliore Amazzone Italiana SCIABBARESI Laura 

 
 

8. Horse touristic meetings 

Horse touristic meetings 2013 

 
Every year two horse touristic meetings take place, the first one passes 
through the streets of  Val Chisone and the second one through the plain 
of Pinerolo.  
 
VAL CHISONE PATH. 
 
 The path has the objective of  enhancing the plain and Val Chisone, by 

keeping alive the attention on  the equestrian world and by creating a network among 
the organizations that deal with horse riding, with the aim of keeping alive the tradition 
of the horse in the area of Pinerolo. First a warm welcome is given at the Federal 
National School of Equitation, then horse shows are performed by the various 
equestrian centers set in the area of Pinerolo in which the horse plays the role of the star, 
finally the participants ride along roads and trails with breathtaking views. 

 

PLAIN OF PINEROLO PATH:  

Horse enthusiasts ride along a path set between Cercenasco, Vigone and Pinerolo, 
discovering the beauty of these areas of Pinerolo and especially the many facilities and 
routes designed for the lovers of the equine tourism ride.  
An event of great significance for the area of Pinerolo, which also aims to further 
enhance the horse routes, common denominator of the whole territory. 

 

9. TheFarrierySchool 
 

The town of Pinerolo has started classes of equine podiatry and farriery in 
the premises of the Federal National School of Equitation. 
Specifically, the courses will be aimed at college students, young graduates 
in veterinary medicine, to those who wish to take up the business of a 
blacksmith, farriers in business without a patent certifying vocational 
training, and to those who already own the patent and intend to proceed 
with retraining, giving them the opportunity to deepen their knowledge 
about the anatomy and physiology of the equine foot as well as its 
pathologies, the methods of fitting according to the "method of the Italian 
school ", including forging iron, recognition of defects and realization of 
irons to be employed as corrective and / or therapeutic systems. 
 

The military "Farriery School " of Pinerolo was a source of pride for the 
Italian Army and for Italy. Thousands of soldiers have studied in this school, 

not only Italian ones but even students from different countries of the world have come 
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to Pinerolo to learn the art of farriery and beyond. The objective pursued today is 
enhancing the growth process of the Riding School as a center of activities dedicated to 
the horse,  with positive effects on the territory from the touristic, economic and 
commercial point of view. 
Managing authority: "Teaching Association of Equine Podiatry and Farrier" based in 
Pinerolo; Location: the premises and buildings belonging to the complex "Federal 
National School of Equitation 
 

10. Reenactment of the Iron Mask 
 

One of the biggest events in the city is the reenactment of the Iron Mask which is held 
in the month of October and lasts two days. Legend has it that the mysterious person 

resided in the town of Pinerolo; on the hill of San Maurizio there  is a 
small monument dedicated to this legend. 

 

Several historical groups in the province of Turin take part to the event. 
Every year the Iron Mask is embodied by a character for the entire 
weekend (in the latest editions all the characters were nationally 

known). At the end of the celebrations the character reveals himself in Piazza Vittorio 
Veneto. The characters who played the Iron Mask over the last years are the following: 

1999: Alberto Negro - 2000 Nicola Chiabrando - 2001: Albert Aymar - 
2002: Mauritius Agliodo - 2003: Sandro Vannucci - 2004 Fabrizio 
Voghera - 2005: Piero Gros - 2006: Livio Berruti - 2007: Louis Pelazza - 
2008 Pippo Franco - 2009: Massimo Lopez - 2010: GiPo Farassino - 2011: 
Franco Blacks - 2012: Mark Berry 

 

 
 

11. The horseback riding stable Caprilli 
 

 
 
The beautiful Cavallerizza Caprilli dates back to 1910. It was built in Art 
Nouveau style and is the oldest building used for indoor riding, as well as 
the largest in Europe 
 
 
 

 
 

12. Pinerolo ,D’Artagnan and the “Iron Mask”  
 

The 
reason why such an important character had relationships with Pinerolo (where 
“Le Roi Soleil” had let build the inaccessible fortress, reserved mainly to State 
prisoners), lies in the famous story of the Iron Mask. The king had a continuous and 
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extensive correspondence with Saint-Mars, governor of the prison fortress, in such 
letters the king considered the governor responsible for the death of the prisoner,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


